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King distrusted it himself, and yielded to the opinion of minds inferior to Ms own. Enemies say the same. St. John told a Presbyterian friend that " the King had an unhappiness in adhering and unweariedly pursuing the advices of others, and mistrusting his own." Cromwell is more brutally frank; if Charles had trusted his own judgment, he said, he would have fooled them all.1
It is perhaps permissible to follow the modern fashion and trace this weakness to a very early source. Charles's childhood was an unfortunate one. He was cursed with a stammer, for years he was almost a cripple; the comparison of his own lot with that of his luckier brother would help to destroy self-confidence, while an innate fastidiousness and love of virtue isolated him in James's vulgar, boisterous, and immoral Court. The death of his brother, the departure of his sister to foreign lands, coincided with the coming of a new fear—the fear of a great responsibility, looming nearer as his father grew old. Then Buckingham dawned upon him, splendidly self-confident; a rather lonely heart opened up to an undreamt-of affection, a new hold upon life. His idol was far from flawless, but Charles's nature, desperately loyal, refused to acknowledge the flaws, and turned bitterly against those who tried to make the most of them, When they became too obvious to be ignored, Charles had already formed the habit of relying on outside advice. The shock of his friend's murder confirmed his opinion of his adversaries' wickedness, but could not make him self-reliant. He was by nature hasty. Many men have attained real greatness by- acting solely on impulse. But Charles, cursed with the analytical mind, could not trust his own impulses. The moment he began to act, he began to doubt; he drew back, listened to conflicting advice, floundered into contradictions, into apparent or real dishonesty. His whole mental and moral equipment was that of the scholar, the counsellor, the critic. In quieter times it might have seen him through a happy and
1 Carte's Ormond, ii. p. 12.   See Hume, vii. 519.

